
October 7, 1998 

Dear Harold, 
itk 

I see the ARRB has closed shop and all they proved is that 

a different hand<igeL4iold of the handle of the whitelqsh brush!!! 
A. 

I wonder how many questions they never addressed??? I was at their 
open hearing at the Earle Cabell Federal Building on November 18, 1994 

- Gary Agtiilar was there with his classroom skull and the babuska 
lady made a plea. They said they never got my letter ad even thoOgh 
I made more formal requests, they never came up with an answer It 
was easy to privide the item since even the WC printed parkland form 
01811 - so a precedent had been set to provide 01810!!! They did 
respond immediately to a request for Frazier's lie detectar test - 
it was missing, even Robt Blakey could not have it 	So - the 
government was needlessly overcautious and overzealous!!! That caused 
all the confusion; What ever happened to old-fashioned collection of 
info, material and evidence before reaching a conclusion? The WC 
worked long and hard at avoidirrigFertain evidence::: 

In your' works you seem to can towards the anti-Castro group 
as the culprit!: There is much evidence for that view. l It implies 
revenge as to motive. As I lived through and experienckthe events 
of those times, I felt JFK was earmarked for ouster as soon as he was 
elected. he semmed to be a constitutionalist and felt it was the 
"law of the land" written by extraordinary and ordinary men who 
believed t,rie time had come to strike a master blow for all men - 
not just ior the last half of the 18th century!! JFK probably 
realized the Constitution had been stolen from the people and was 
being used to the benefit of the few powerful and rich. When the 
question came up, "Why was he riding around in an open car??" my 
late brother always responded. "That was h4e style!!" Indeed it was 
his style, to make crowds, spectit6rs, "throe people" feel that the 
presidency was close and belonged to them::: As JFK's popularity 
and strength yew, the "thieves" became more and more desparate:: It 
is a well-known saying that "despratiMen do desparate things!" an apt 
corollary for Occam's Razor. 	In his last speeches, jFK DID talk 
less of Americans and more of mankind and "future generations." 

I believe he was done in hlr those who could not accept the Constit-
ution being returned to th0 people and, hence, its popularuty and 
acceptance by others around the world!!! Oy -11-40QL 

Anyway, the ARRB seems to be just another effort to establish 
the"credibility`of the WC. 

Best regards and all, 

Paul Haller 


